What the buttons Do!
I probably delete many more images than I save and only use one in fifty of those I
save. So if you occasionally take a poor photograph you are in good company.
So what’s this evening all about? My intention is to try and cover the very basics of
digital photography. Is anyone still using film? (Most of this should also be relevant to
you, but forgive me if I tend to concentrate on digital). I bought my first digital camera
in 2002, it was one megapixel. The results were rubbish – as you would expect and all
the photographers I knew told me that digital would never compete with film, I seem to
remember that “35mm would never compete with 2¼” Square. I don’t doubt that people
said that “celluloid would never replace glass slides”, so nothing’s new.

Which Camera?
This by the way is one of our members, who has ambitions to be a photographer; he’s
getting better; if only he could find the squirrel.
The one question that I get asked most is which camera should I buy? My reply is
always “what do you intend photographing?” and the answer is invariably “everything”.
That is never true - we all tend to gravitate to one or two specialist subjects as we
develop a style. But let’s look at the options;-

Sensor size.
The major difference between cameras is the size of the sensor – the bit that records the
image. The bigger the sensor the more detail you can get into the picture. It’s not just a

matter of “how many pixels”, it’s the size of the individual pixel and the detail that pixel
can record. My mobile phone has more “megapixels” than my Nikon D70 Digital SLR
(Single Lens Reflex), but I would never get an A3 print from the phones image. It’s down
to the size of the pixels and the quality of the lens. But It’s not a one sided debate,
smaller sensors have advantages in some situations. These days all cameras have
sufficient “megapixels” to produce a reasonable projected image. However if you really
want fine detail, very large prints and the ability to take pictures in all conditions, you
probably would go for a Digital SLR.

– Sensor View.
However, size of sensor also affects the viewing area. The smaller the sensor the closer
things appear! This image gives you some idea of the angle of view each sensor size
gives with the same length of lens. The smallest (yellow) is sensor is one used in
laptops, the largest (Grey) is one used in Top of the Range Professional Cameras. Most
digital compacts will have the pale blue 2/3rds censor, most digital SLRS will have the
Darker Blue 1.5x crop factor.
So, the smaller the sensor the longer the telephoto effect, interesting! If you are a
landscape photographer you really want a wide angle lens most of the time. If you are a
wildlife photographer you really want a telephoto lens most of the time. This problem
presents itself to most keen photographers at some point – at present I face the same
problem – do I buy a DSLR with a grey full frame sensor, or do I buy another dark blue
1.5x sensor when I upgrade my camera?

– Angle of view.

Let me try and explain one more factor in this problem. Size and Weight. As you can see
from this image, to cover the same angle of view the Full Frame camera needs a
physically much longer lens than the compact. The longer lens has more glass elements
in its construction and is usually of a much higher resolving quality, but it costs a lot
more and weighs more (that can be a big factor when you reach my age).
The compact cameras lens is much shorter (nearer the sensor to cover the same
angle of view) and is usually less complex in its design. So you have the advantage of
camera size, reduced weight and potentially a built in zoom lens that covers everything
from wide angle to extreme telephoto. Unfortunately with a reduced resolving quality,
the choice is yours. It’s no good having an all singing, all dancing Digital SLR, with a
selection of lenses if it’s in the cupboard at home when you see that ‘never to be
repeated shot’.
I have a DSLR and lenses in a rucksack type camera bag that I take with me when I
intend taking pictures, but also a compact that I take with me when I don’t intend doing
any photography. Both have produced images that have been entered in competition.
One final thing that may influence your decision, when you press the button on a
compact the image takes time to resolve as it has to be processed and displayed on the
rear screen, then saved to your memory card. When you press the button on a Digital
SLR there is no processing time, it is a mechanical action and the image is saved and
processed after the shutter opens. The one time when this matters is if you are trying to
photograph a moving object. With the compact the delay often misses the shot.

Sorry about all that, I promise No More Technical Stuff from now on!

– Camera Shake.
OK, so you have discovered how to switch it on and the button that takes a picture when
you press it – You have read the instruction book that comes with the camera and you

know it off by heart! A likely story, if you are female you probably looked at the pictures,
if you are male you don’t need to read a book to take a photography – how hard can it
be? This is my instruction book for the SLR and this for the compact. Have I read the all
the way through? I intend to one day!
Support the lens - If you are using an SLR, support the lens - don’t just hold the
camera body. One more place where a compact wins! Unfortunately the compact has to
be held so that you can see the back screen. One more place where the compact looses.
Elbows in – tuck your elbows into your body, it helps to reduce up and down
movement.
Hold your breath – Hold your breath when pressing the button, it’s not hard to not
breath for 1/125th of a second ;o)
Squeeze don’t jab – try not to prod the button, a nice gentle squeeze is much better.
It also ensures the sea in your holiday picture is level and not running out of the right
side of the picture.
Try to find a support – Resting the camera on something has to help hold it still. A
tripod is great, but heavy, a monopod is good but easy to leave in the café when you
have a drink of tea. Resting on your partners head or shoulder can work, but only if they
are in a good mood. Try resting on a post or pressing up to a wall, anything to give you
extra stability, especially if the lighting is poor.
Length of zoom – If you have a zoom lens the more you zoom in, the more difficult it
is to hold the camera still. We used to recommend that you set your speed to the
Reciprocal (sorry, I promised no more science) of the lens length – If it’s a 200mm lens,
set the speed to 1/200 or faster. If it’s a 50mm lens set your speed to 1/50 or faster, get
the idea? However, some modern cameras have built in vibration reduction, so you can
probably get away with slower speeds. We also used to recommend never trying to hand
hold a camera at a speed less than your age, i.e. if your 30 nothing slower than 1/30
sec, but now I’m 65 I resent that idea and just say that I was trying to create artistic
blur.

– No Camera Shake
If you get it right, the pictures should be at least as sharp as this.

Let’s really look at the buttons. This by the way is a picture of Brian making sure he gets
a sharp picture. Elbow resting on his knee for support, hand supporting lens, bag full of
lenses on his back to counterbalance the camera and fill in flash to put a little light into
the shadow areas. Unfortunately all camera makes are a little different in their layout, so
you really should try reading the book.
It sounds insulting to be told to check that the camera is turned on and that the lens
cap is off, but you would be surprised at the number of missed opportunities that are
caused by something as simple as that. It is always wise when you set out on a trip with
your camera to check all the settings – taking mode, single or multiple exposure, God
forbid not on delayed exposure, ISO, memory card is not full, battery is not flat. You
would be surprised!
Every lens has a minimum focusing distance, have a rough idea what this distance is
with your lens; I see so many pictures that are out of focus because the photographer
has got too close.
If it’s an important picture, check it on the back screen after taking it. You can
usually zoom in when checking the image to make sure its sharp or that no one has
blinked. It’s a lot harder to go back a repeat the image if you only check at home.
If it’s rubbish you can always delete it, but take a better one first. I have deleted a
reasonable picture with the intention of taking a better one, only to find that the subject
of my picture has run away. One of the problems when you look like me!

What else do you need to know?
What is ISO? International Standards Organization, it’s a measure of sensitivity. How
quickly the sensor can record data and how much data it records. The higher the ISO
number the less light that is needed to take the photograph, but at a cost. Ideally you
would like to record everything at 100 or 200 ISO, but that’s not always possible. So we
turn up the ISO to increase our chances of getting it right. Each time you double the ISO
number it lets you halve the speed needed or it lets you open the lens one more stop.

Unfortunately each time you double the ISO you reduce the image quality. Most makes
of camera will let you go up to 400 ISO without appreciable quality lost, some even up to
800 ISO, but after that you have a degraded image. If you are a press photographer
that just has to get a picture you may push it up to 6,400 ISO, but very few cameras
can produce a usable image any higher than that.
Battery – You really should have a fully charged spare with you. The battery always
fails at the least convenient time. As an aside, I have been unable to find any difference
between the Camera Manufactures battery and the ones on EBay from Hong Kong,
though it pays that they have the same or higher mAh (mAh is a measure of battery
power, unless you really want to get geeky).
Memory Card – use a good brand to ensure a reasonable transfer rate. Carry a spare,
but don’t be tempted to go for a really large card, if a 16GB card fails you may lose a
thousand pictures. Stick with a more reasonable size and download to your computer
more often. It goes without saying that it is wise to carry a spare.
Details of your camera – it may be covered on your household policy, but they will
ask for the receipt and the identification number. This is personally relevant to me as
some kind person lifted my compact on Sunday when we had a display stand in the
Ridings. In the unlikely event that you know him, I’m willing to sell the instruction book.

Exposure modes.
We all start out using the ‘Auto’ setting for taking pictures and the camera manufactures
really try to make life easy for us, but there are times when you need to do your own
thinking and change to @Program’, ‘Speed’, ‘Aperture’ or even ‘Manual’. There is usually
one more setting you may wish to use and that is ‘Macro’. All the other offered settings –
night- sport-close up – group – landscape etc. are intended to replace thinking and are a
rough guide at best. Let’s look at the main six.

Auto mode.
This is the cameras best guess; it will average everything out and assume that the thing
you are pointing it at is Kodak Gray (17% Grey). You can often get an average reading
by pointing the camera at your hand and reading the exposure figures. You have no
control over speed, aperture, ISO or when to use the built in flash, but most of the time
it will give you a picture. The image you can see is backlit, too far away for the flash to
reach and the meter has read the exposure from the sky, net result – rubbish, but then
the camera manufactures didn’t know I was going to try and photograph a model
climbing on the ruins of Sandal Castle with the evening light behind her. – You can
probably predict the conversation at Nikon – I think someone will try and photograph a
girl 20ft up in the air with the light sauce directly behind her, now what shall we call it
and what settings shall we use? Not likely is it? So let’s look at the next option.

Program Mode
this is almost the same as Auto, but you do get to make one or two decisions, do you
want the flash on or off? Do you want to change the White Balance?
What’s White Balance??? Sorry but it’s back into science mode. All light sources have
a colour and a temperature - it’s measured in Degrees Kelvin. Daylight at noon in June in
the tropics is usually 6400K; tungsten light is usually about 3500k. So without getting
overly complicated inside light is yellow, outside light is blue and fluorescent light is
green. Those nice people at Nikon give me a choice of Incandescent, Fluorescent, Direct
Sunlight, Flash, Cloudy or Shade. I can also pick Auto or even design my own colour
temperature, but let’s play safe and set it on Auto until you pluck up the courage to
experiment.
Storage format – whilst we are back at being a little bit Geeky, let’s consider Image
quality –
You can store the picture on your camera in various qualities of jPeg. It’s a little
pointless saving the pictures in the biggest size and highest quality if you are never
going to print any of them. If you intend to print them out go for Fine jPeg. If you are
intending to get competitive select the highest quality you can. Some camera let you
save them as Tiff files; these are about twice as good on quality and four times as large
on your card (they take up more space). If you really get involved, you can decide to not
save the image that you see on your camera screen, but save the data that hits the

censer directly, these are saved as Raw files and each camera manufacturer has their
own Raw format, Nikons is NEF. The main advantage of Raw is that you do not lose any
data and you can adjust the exposure, colour balance etc. on your computer. The down
side of Raw is that you have to process each image on your computer before it can be
printed or projected.

Speed priority.
You decide what the speed will be. Now you have to start thinking, how fast do I need it
to be – think about the discussion earlier, how will Lens Size, ISO, Aperture and Depth of
field work in this equation? You will get things wrong to start with, but at least you now
have control over camera shake and blur. OK let’s say that the thing you intend to
photograph is still, you can use as low a speed as you like provided you don’t shake the
camera. A slow speed means a small aperture, this gives you a large depth of field (how
much is in focus from front to back). A high speed lets you stop motion and gives you a
narrow depth of field (only the thing you are photographing is sharp, the background is
blurred.
Anyone like to suggest a speed for taking a picture of a flower? A bird in flight?

Blurred Bird.
Oh dear that was the wrong speed.
You may even decide to use a slow speed to take a picture of a motorbike in motion.
Set a slow speed and follow the bike as it approaches you, press the button as it goes
past and continue to pan with it. This panning technique works well to give you an image
that has lots of motion blur but shows the main features of the rider and bike clearly.
You may even decide to deliberately use a long exposure to blur movement, but keep
buildings sharp, it’s up to you.

Aperture priority.
This time we set the aperture and let the speed take care of its self. Yes, I know that
the smallest hole on most camera lenses is f22 and the largest is usually f2.8. It’s
confusing using a big number for a small hole and a small number for a large hole, but
unless you want me to go into the math just accept it as part of life, nothing is easy.
A small hole (f22) will often ensure that everything in the picture is in focus, a small
hole (f2.8) will only have the thing you actually focus on sharp. This is known as Depth
of Field. Remember Speed, ISO and camera support all play a part in taking a sharp
picture.
F22 would be ideal for Church Interiors, f2.8 for a picture of a Meercat.

Meercat.

I can’t resist mentioning ‘Hyper Focal Distance at this point, if only because every
member of the camera club will moan at me as I do. Life really is too short to go into the
complexities of the math that calculates the ration between the length of lens, the
aperture and the unsharp area of confusion in a picture. If you ever have difficulty in
sleeping, just look up Hyper Focal Distance.

Manual mode.
In Manual Mode you make all the choices, it’s that simple. Nothing is worked out for you,
everything conspires to spoil your picture, but when you get it right you end up with
prize winning results. All it takes is imagination and practice.
What’s Macro? Basically it’s close up photography were we capture an image that is
at least as big as the object being photographed. This tends to be a specialist area of
photography, but in its simplest form you will probably find a setting on your camera
that lets you get really close.
As for HDR, the Orton Technique and Multiple images? They are a little too complex
for this evening, but something we will be discussing over the next year in Wakefield
Camera Club.
I’d like to leave you with a common mistake, the camera Never lies!

.

